TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT NATURE'S ARTISTRY WHILE RIDING ON YOUR BIKE

Freedom has a different meaning for each one of us. We all want to be free from boundaries, restrictions and limitations. However, getting rid of all boundaries is neither easy nor sane. Man can never live in isolation, no matter how he tries to stay away from society. He will always want to be a part of it. People have found out ways to strike a balance between their social and actual selves. It allows them to let their inner self breathe, be it for a while, better than suppressing it completely. Indulging in activities tends to help people bringing about this balance. Some stay satisfied with activities like fishing and gardening, but those with an adventurous side to them opt for activities like highway bike rides, kayaking, and mountain climbing. Highway rides are quite adventurous and if you want to see the world on your bike, these highways are a must see.

**Ceuta to Marrakesh loop, Morocco**

Morocco tops this list because people love to go for adventure motorcycling. Morocco offers the perfect highway routes to flee to in search of adventure. Its twists and turns sate the biker's longing for adventure. The route from Ceuta to Marrakesh loop is full of thrilling curves and breathtaking turns. It keeps you at the
very edge of your seat. There is no better way to come close to the beauty of nature than by snaking through these mountains on a bike.

**Pyrenees Loop, France and Spain**

The carved mountains of the Pyrenees are wilder than the Alps and are known for their splendid trails. They serve as a natural border between France and Spain. The trails of the Pyrenees lead you right to the heart of baroque natural wonders. You get to witness the high basins full of beautiful alpine lakes in the Pyrenees. The Pyrenees loop is widely known for its hairpin bends and sensational scenery.

**The Great Ocean Road, Australia**

Officially starting at Torquay, the Great Ocean Road is a one-day ride from Melbourne to Peterborough. It gives you an exquisite chance to experience shoreline rainforests, surfing beaches and the famous Shipwreck Coast known for its limestone pinnacles. The Great Ocean Road brings the Bass Strait and the Southern Ocean within visible limits from the Shipwreck Coast.

**California and the American West**

Taking a trip through this route will allow you to come across some marvellous national parks of the West. The route allows you to pass through the pompous Grand Canyon and the stupefying Monument Valley. You will come across unmatched opulence while biking through the Mojave Desert to the snow-capped Sierra Nevada.
Cape Town Circuit, South Africa

If you have a couple of weeks to spare, then fly to South Africa. The incredible roads and the fascinating landscape will be a treat for your eyes. Your camera will have a lot to capture starting from Cape Town to the Addo National Park, cutting through the Olifantskip Pass.

These 5 highways are the most desired because of the adrenaline rush they bring about. Give your body and mind a break by going on a trip to any one of these highways and you will be glad that you experienced it.
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